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ABSTRACT 

 

This project is intended to make a Hospital Management System that will improve hospital 

experiences for both patients and the hospital authorities. This system needs an internet connection 

to run. This system allows the user to Register and logs in to create an account from any place with 

an internet connection. After that, they will be able to do various kinds of tasks that are designed 

for them. This system also provides all the users with a unique user Id. Using tools such as PHP, 

Laravel, Java Script, HTML and CSS this system was built. Users can use this system to do things 

more efficiently and productively. The system can be entered using email and password. Two key 

modules in this system are (i) user (i. e. patients or doctors); and (ii) Administrator. The system 

maintains authentications in order to access the system. Administrator handles tasks like managing 

doctor information, patient information etc. The primary aim is to focus on every user who uses 

our service gets benefitted and make living easier. The major problem nowadays is the patient gets 

a report after consultation, many hospitals manage reports in their system but it's not available to 

the patient when he/she is outside. In this project, we going to provide the facility to store the 

report in the database and make it available from anywhere in the world.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Rapidly rising information technology utilization in patient care increased documentation, coding 

and billing, and management are characteristics of healthcare, particularly in industrialized 

nations. Globalization of health information technology is raising the delivery of health services 

with more efficiency, fewer medical errors, and higher standards of care, by supplying physicians 

and patients with greater information (Pollak and Lorch, 2007:4) The acquisition, management, 

and utilization of information is the function's overarching purpose. Information to enhance 

medical services, effectiveness, governance, and processes for management and assistance. 

The importance of healthcare to both individuals and governments, as well as its rising economic 

expenses, has made healthcare a significant topic of study for academics in business and other 

fields. Information systems (IS) have a lot to offer in terms of controlling healthcare expenses and 

enhancing services (Kolodner et al. 2008: 394). Additionally, according to Piontek et al. (2010: 

618) healthcare affects how well people live their lives and contribute to society. Serious effects 

from healthcare errors can impair one's capacity for engaging in social and productive activities. 

Recent publications emphasize the seriousness of adverse hospital incidents and the risks they 

bring to people and the general public. 

Health information systems acknowledge that new technological advancements, such as the use of 

the internet and other communication methods, provide enormous promise in the flow of 

information between the providers and recipients on the supply and management of healthcare 

services.   
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1.2 Motivation 

We don't frequently take appointments to the hospitals unless we would like to although this visit 

doesn't consistently provide us with a pleasant experience. We encounter numerous problems 

there. There is a programmed and automated hospital management system but they're not 

providing us with any functionality. 

You may find hospital management systems in a lot of different hospitals and they have many 

great features and all but they don’t usually allow the patient. 

Parallel to the patients, the doctors do not have access to their patient’s information while they're 

not at the hospital. If there were any applications that would keep the patients, near their 

information like test reports, prescriptions and other essential materials that would be calming. If 

patients were able to go through or browse all the doctors available and ask for an appointment 

with his or her desired doctor. A doctor will also have similar experiences and benefits. This will 

reduce a lot of manual work like paper works and make things comfortable and easy for everyone 

associated with it. 

I have got some personal experience visiting the hospital. In some hospitals, you have to go there 

physically or have someone bring you the reports. This is quite a hassle if you ask me and you 

have to wait in the queue for the report for quite a long time. When someone is really sick or it is 

an emergency every second counts. 

I have gathered some experience from others by asking and questioning them and observing them 

for some time. People experience their worst nightmares when they need to travel to the hospital. 

Everyone avoids going to the hospital unless it is really necessary. 

  

People become angry because they have few other options. This provided me the inspiration I 

needed to construct something for them and to provide assistance when they most needed it. I have 

no doubt that they will benefit from this product. 
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1.3 Problem Statement 

In Bangladesh, there are a lot of clinics and hospitals that are following the file-based system, 

where people have to go to the hospital and to make an appointment. Every hospital tends to gather 

patients’ information like name, age, medical information, transactions between hospital and 

patient etc. All these goes into files. These files are stored into lockers and shelfs and get neglected 

for years and incase of fire they can be easily destroyed.  

 

The traditional file-based system is very lengthy and time consuming. If a file gets lost it would 

take hours to find that file. Finding doctors is a big hustle. Normally a pain to find a specific doctor 

and seek treatment from them unlike WHMS, where doctors and labelled with their specialty and 

with their details.  

 

The traditional hospital system takes a lot of time in queues for payment or to make an 

appointment. There are better ways to do this in this modern world. 

 

1.4 Aim of the Project 

Due to reasons including a rising population and higher demand for a quality of life, medical 

services are in constant demand in Bangladesh, as they are in many other nations. Our primary 

goal is to create a Web-based hospital management system that incorporates all of the key 

operational components of today's multi-speciality hospitals. Specific objectives of this project 

Hospital Management System are: 

1. Design a better system for hospitals, Doctors and Patients. 

2. Improved patient care. 

3. Better patient management (Registration, Scheduling and long-term service). 

4. Better communication and coordination among the different departments. 

5. Give the senior management one point of responsibility. 

6. Online payment system for less hassle. 
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7. Easy to use User Interface (UI). 

8. Deliver reliable and quick service on a real time basis 

9. Manage medical and physical check-ups services. 

10. Provide the standard coverage of records that transacts. 

11. Eliminate the chances of any kind of pilferage. 

12. Enable the growth of the Hospital. 

13. Data security and correct data retrieval. 

14. Reduce scope of errors. 

15. Reduce the documentation work. 

16. To save time and money. 

17. Reduce Hospital Operating costs and easily manageable. 

1.5 Research Methodology 

This essay looks at the creation of web-based hospital management systems. Investigating the 

insights of a web development in depth is necessary, therefore interpretative research is employed 

and for qualitative methods interviewing is necessary in chronological order. 

 

In order to get a variety of viewpoints on this research field, various consulting firms and 

developing web-based information systems for other organizations were chosen as a case study, 

utilizing social interaction with participants in light of the study's background. 

For the creation of the application, we followed the traditional process. The software or system 

development life cycle has long been used in software engineering (Lee, Sheridan-Smith, O'Neill, 

Leaney Sandrasegaran, and Markovits, 2003). A detailed, step-by-step process for developing an 

application system that satisfies business demands or organizational criteria is the primary 

definition of the SDLC, according to various research (McManus, 2003; Rob, 2004). It's interesting 
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to note that other studies suggest that the SDLC is not only a process model but also "a conceptual 

model," particularly for the management team to plan and develop information systems like 

transaction information systems, management information systems, and decision support systems 

(Hoffer, George, and Valacich, 2011). 

In essence, the planning stage is where the proposed system must first be identified, prioritized, 

and arranged in accordance with the user requirements. The Analysis stage will next thoroughly 

review and arrange these requirements to present solutions. During the design phase, the 

requirements will be transformed into logical and physical system specifications that include in-

depth descriptions of the technology's user features and distinct functions. At the implementation 

stage, the system will then be fully built and tested to ensure that the requirements are satisfied. 

Not to mention, the system will soon undergo enhancements and improvements throughout the 

Maintenance stage. 

 

1.6 Proposed Solution 

In Web-based Hospital Management System everything is computerized and digitized. People 

doesn’t have to go outside and spend money to go to the hospital and make the appointment, they 

can do it with smartphone, laptop or IPad or any device that can be used to access the internet. 

 

And most of the work that the hospital has to do manually will be done automatically. The doctors 

and admins can see the list of patients and doctors with just a simple click and not go for the hustle 

to go through every file. 

Both patients and the hospital will benefit from the web-based hospital management system. 

Because automating a lot of the work that has been done manually for years saves a lot of time and 

money. 

 

1.7 Report Layout 

The report's layout provides an overview of each chapter. Below is a quick overview of each 

chapter: 
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• Chapter 1: Describes an introduction of the Web-Based Hospital Management System, 

Background, problem statement, aim of project, research methodology and the Report 

layout.  

• Chapter 2: Describes the Requirement Specification, Introduction Business process 

modelling, Requirement Collection and Analysis, Use Case Modelling and Description, 

Logical Data Model, Design Requirement, System Requirements, Conclusion 

• Chapter 3: Describes the Design Specification, Introduction, Front-End Design, Back-

End Design, Interaction Design and User Experience (UX), Implementation Requirement, 

Conclusion.  

• Chapter 4:  Describes the Implementation and Testing, Introduction, Implementation of 

Database, Implementation of Front-End Design, Testing Implementation, Test Results and 

Reports, Conclusion. 

• Chapter 5: Describes the Importance of the Hospital Management System 

• In Bangladesh, Introduction, Necessity of Web-based Hospital Management System, 

Compliance and quality, Processing Time and Outcome, Opportunities and Obstacle and 

conclusion. 

• Chapter 6: Describes Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability, Introduction, 

Impact on Society, Impact on environment, Ethical Aspects, Sustainability plan, 

Conclusion  

• Chapter 7: Describes the Conclusion, Further Suggested Work  

1.8 Conclusion 

The whole concept of a hospital management system is for the betterment of people’s health.  

Web-based hospital management systems will be very convenient for all the doctors, patients and 

the hospital itself. Hospitals can adapt this web-bed method for managing the staff and finance 

very easily. Since the internet is very cheap and almost everyone has internet access. This web-

based hospital management system will be useful and convenient to everyone who uses it.  
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CHAPTER 2: 

Requirement Specification 

2.1 Introduction 

This section explains the different hardware and software requirements and the tools used by the 

developer while working on the project. Additionally, it contains the specifications needed by the 

client to develop and use the system. This decision also pertains to the chosen operating system. 

The alternatives are subjected to the mandatory screening criteria, which combines the explicit 

criteria with certain implied criteria that the alternative. 

Requirement specification is very important for building a project. This will have all the criteria 

and resources that will need to build the software or the system. It is very important to know the 

requirements if a developer wants to finish the project.  

By watching the requirement specification of a project a developer can find out the cost and the 

software, hardware and skills needed to get started.  

 

 

2.2 Business Process Modeling 

A business process make reference to collection of linked activities that produce any kind of 

service or product for a client. Normally, a business is represented as a flowchart that depicts the 

life cycle of the process. 

 

The procedure' significance is not limited to a single industry. Business owners often carry out 

business process modelling to optimize business performance, management and operations. As a 

result, the testing and development team can analyze the workflow represented by business process 

that can lead to greater efficiency in the associated activities. 
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Figure 2.2.1: Business Process life cycle 

Due to the nature of the services provided, health institutions base their decision-making 

procedures in this area on accomplishing their objective of offering high-quality medical care. The 

definition of healthcare processes, the multidisciplinary nature of healthcare, the variety and 

flexibility of the activities involved in healthcare processes, the requirement for connectivity 

between various information systems, and the concurrent updating of scientific knowledge in 

healthcare systems are the main challenges facing healthcare business process modelling. 
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Outpatient BPM: 

 

Figure 2.2.2: Outpatient Business Process Model 

 

 

 

Outpatient means who doesn’t need to stay in the hospital at all. They visit a doctor takes advice 

and leave. On the other hand, Inpatient requires stay in the hospital for quite a time until they get 

well, usually they are the severe one. 
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       Inpatient BPM: 

 

 

Figure 2.2.3: Inpatient Business Process Model 

 

 

 2.3 Requirement Collection and Analysis 

The manual hospital administration system includes patient registration, keeping a record of their 

information in a file, and keeping track of the patient's hospital bills. The manual hospital system 

includes patient registration, documenting patient data as an entry or record in a file, and 

monitoring the patients' medical bills 

Managing the entire hospital manually is tremendously difficult. Finding a single user record takes 

way too long, and managing several records sequentially is very difficult. These systems have been 

plagued by a number of problems. The following list of concerns is just a sample: 

Lack of immediate retrieval: The user must search through numerous record books and this 

process takes time and effort in order to get specific information, such as the patient's information 

or history. 
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Lack of immediate information storage: It requires time and effort to store the information that 

is created by numerous transactions in the proper location. 

Manual computation error-prone: Manual calculations are time-consuming, prone to error, and 

may produce inaccurate information. 

Preparation of accurate and prompt reports: Gathering data from numerous record books is a 

challenging undertaking. 

Records deterioration: Over time, the files used to store information start to wear out and become 

less reliable. 

By creating a computerized system, the above-mentioned issues may be reduced, but doing so will 

also impede the computerization of the hospital management process. We anticipate that the 

computerized hospital management system will be useful and that it will improve administration 

and control, streamline operations, improve patient care while strictly controlling costs, and 

improve facilities. The system may also be strong, adaptable, and simple to operate. 

The proposed Web-Based Hospital Management System is accustomed to take the data from the 

patients and then store it for further use. The main objective of the Hospital Management System 

is to accurately treat as well as decrease overtime payment. There are various features included in 

the HMS. Some of the system functions include Registration, Report generation, Patient profile 

out and more. In this project patient agent, doctor agent, admin agent and environment agent are 

designed to collect respective user requirements for hospital management system. 

It is expected that a web-based Hospital Management System will provide feasible solution to the 

issues that arise both during and after the deployment of the Hospital Management  

System. The reason is that a system like this may adapt to new requirements as they are recognized. 

Additionally, it will develop over time and gather knowledge to better grasp the emergent 

requirements that will unavoidably arise throughout system operation. In-depth research is being 

done on the application of suitable learning and sensing techniques. 
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2.4 Use Case Modeling and Description 

A use-case model depicts how different user groups engage with the system to address a challenge. 

As a result, it explains the users' objectives, how they interact with the system, and the actions the 

system must take to achieve these programs or policies.  

Various model components make up a use-case model. Use cases, actors, and their interactions are 

the three key components of a model. The use-case model must have the following fundamental 

model components. 

Actor 

A model component for every actor. The actor's name and a brief bio are listed under properties. 

For further details, refer to Concept: Actor. 

Use Case 

Each use case is represented by a model element. The use case name and use case specification 

are properties. For more details, see Artifact: Use Case and Concept: Use Case. 

Associations 

The ties between the actors are specified by association, and the use cases they participate in are 

characterized by associations. This kind of connection is referred to as a "communicates-

association." 
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Figure 2.4.1: Use case Diagram of Hospital Management System 
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Table 2.1 Use case description 

         

         Use Case: Register 

         Actor: Doctor, Admin or Hospital Staff and Patient 

         Type: Primary 

         Description: If the user wants to access this application, they must provide pertinent  

         information to Register. 

         Uses: To login 

         Extended by: None 

         Extends: None 

          

         Use Case: Log In 

         Actor: Doctor, Admin or Hospital Staff and Patient 

         Type: Primary 

         Description: If the user wants to access this application, they must provide valid  

         Email, Password and profession to login. 

         Uses: Profile 

         Extended by: None 

         Extends: None 

          

         Use Case: Profile 
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         Actor: Doctor, Admin or Hospital Staff and Patient 

         Type: Primary 

          

          

         Description: All users have their own profile. They can update and delete their             

         profile. 

         Uses: Doctor, Admin or Hospital Staff and Patient 

         Extended by: None 

         Extends: Update, Delete and Logout 

 

          Use Case: Taking Appointment 

          Actor: Anyone who uses the system 

          Type: Primary 

          Description: Anyone with an account can take Appointment 

          Uses: Applies for doctor appointment 

          Extended by: None 

          Extends: Update Appointment 

          

         Use Case: Control Doctor Info 

         Actor: Admin or Staff 

         Type: Primary 
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         Description: Admin can Update, Add or delete doctor information 

         Type: Primary 

         Description: Admin can Update, Add or delete doctor information 

         Uses: Changes or Adds up Doctor information 

         Extended by: none 

          

         Extends: Update, Add or delete 

          

         Use Case: Generate Bill 

         Actor: Admin or Staff 

         Type: Primary 

         Description: Admin can generate bill for the payment 

         Uses: Payment 

         Extended by: none 

         Extends: None 

          

         Use Case: Bill Payment 

         Actor: User or Patient 

         Type: Primary 

         Description: User can pay bill for the payment through with various payment option 

         Uses: Payment 
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         Extended by: none 

         Extends: None 

         

         Use Case: Patient info 

         Actor: User or Patient, admin and Doctor 

         Type: Primary 

         Description: User can view their own info as well as the doctor and admin. 

         Uses: View Patient info 

         Extended by: none 

         Extends: None 

 

          Use Case: Appointment 

          Actor: User or Patient, admin and doctor 

          Type: Primary 

          Description: User can view their appointment progress as well as the doctor and the       

          admin can control the appointment status. 

          Uses: Appointment 

          Extended by: none 

          Extends: Approve, Cancel 

          

          Use Case: Prescription or report 
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          Actor: User or Patient, doctor 

          Type: Primary 

          Description: User can view the prescription or report and doctor can prescribe or     

          View report 

          Uses: Report and Prescription 

          Extended by: None 

          Extends: None 

           

          Use Case: Admit or Discharge 

          Actor: User or Patient, Admin 

          Type: Primary 

          

          Description: User can ask admin for admission or the admin can control the     

          admission and discharge process. 

          Uses: Admit or discharge 

          Extended by: None 

          Extends: None 
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2.5 Logical Data Model 

The structure of the data and its relationships are referred to as a logical data model. The details of 

how the data will be used are kept apart from the actual database. The used data is designed using 

the logical data model as a reference. The logical data model builds upon the core ideas of 

conceptual data modeling by including more specifics. 

A logical data model is composed of three fundamental parts: 

Entities: Each entity is a collection of elements, individuals, or ideas important to a firm. 

Relationship: Every relationship is an association between two of the aforementioned objects. 

Attributes: Each attribute is a defining feature, trait, or any other detail that helps to further describe 

an object. 

These logical data model elements are each given a name and a written definition. These serve to 

continuously explain the information requirements as well as the business regulations. However, 

the aforementioned elements are simply intended to describe business requirements. They don't 

care how those business requirements are handled, put into practice, or stored. 
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Figure 2.5.1: Logical Data Model of Hospital Management System 

 

 

2.5.1 E-R Diagram 

The Hospital Management database has some couple of number of tables. There are Login, Roles, 

User, Permission, Patient, Hospitals, medicine, Doctors etc. 

In the Login there are    #login_id,  login_role_id, login_username, user_password. 

In the User has     #user_id, user_type, user_name, user_mobile, user_email, user_address. 

In the Doctor there is   #doctor_id, doc_name, doc_mobile, doc_address, doc_email,pass. 

In the patient there is #patient_name, pat_id, pat_mobile, pat_email, pat_address etc. 

On the other hand there is hospital which contains the admin and staff who controls over system 

who also carries some id, name, email, password. 
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Figure 2.5.2: E-R diagram of Hospital Management System 

 

 

2.6 Design Requirement 

Design requirements are based on the want and needs of the project. Once the wants and needs 

have been identified it can be converted to engineering requirements. These engineering 

requirements become the part of the design requirements. 

Basically, design requirements are the functional attributes that can be converted into design 

features. It explains the goals, purpose and scope of a project. They also provide guidelines for 

designing projects. 
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Design requirements can be divided into two categories: functional requirements and non-

functional needs. 

2.6.1 Functional Requirements 

The functional requirements of the hospital management system, which includes registration, 

report generation, check-out, and database processes, contain numerous software needs 

specifications. 

I. Registration Process of SRS (Software Requirements Specification)  

● Adding Patients: Users may register in the hospital management system as patients. 

● Giving each patient a unique ID: The HMS enables administrators to give each patient a unique 

ID before adding them to the patient's record sheet. The patients can use the ID both inside and 

outside of the facility..  

II. Check Out of SRS:  

● When a patient checks out of the hospital, the staff in the ward's administration area can remove 

their patient ID from the database. 

●The staff in the ward's administrative section can add the vacant bed to the list of beds that are 

available. 

III. Report Generation of SRS: 

● Patient Information: The hospital management system creates a report on each patient with 

information such as the patient's name, phone number, address, the name of the doctor, bed 

number, who is assigned to them, and more. 

● Bed Availability: The hospital management system also assists in producing reports on data such 

as bed number vacant or occupied, bed availability, ward name, and more. 

IV. Database of SRS:  

● Patient Data Required: Each patient must provide certain information, such as their first and last 

names, phone number, personal health number, address, postal code, city, country, and patient ID 

number. 
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● Updating patient information: The hospital management system enables users to update patient 

information according to the required information contained. 

 

 

2.6.2 Non-Functional Requirements  

There are a lot of software requirements specifications involved in the non-functional requirements 

of the Hospital Management System, which comprehend various process, namely Security, 

Maintainability, Performance and Reliability. 

 

I. Security: 

● Patient identification is required by the system, which the patient must do on the phone. 

● Users who wish to access the system must have a Logon ID and password. 

● The only person who can synchronize and carry out database adjustments, such as inserts, 

updates, and deletions, is the administrator. 

● Front Desk Staff Rights: Front desk staff members have the ability to access any data in the 

hospital management system and add new patient records, but they do not have the authority to 

change any data. 

● Administrator privileges: The administrator has the ability to see and edit any data in the hospital 

management system. 

II. Performance:  

● Response Time: After verifying the patient's details, the system sends an acknowledgement in 

just one second. 

● User-Interface: Within five seconds, the user interface acknowledges. 

III. Maintainability:  

● Backup: The technology effectively provides data backup. 
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● Errors: The system will keep a record of each error and track them all. 

IV. Reliability:  

● System accessibility: The system is always accessible. 
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2.6.3 System Architecture  

 

Figure 2.6.1: System Architecture 
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2.7 System Requirements  

Table 2.2: System Requirements Version 3x 
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Table 2.3: System Requirements Version 2x 

 

Table 2.4: System Requirements Version 3x 
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2.8 Conclusion 

System requirements are one of the pillars for constructing a successful project, to sum up. System 

requirements are broad and specific statements that the developer makes in order to be able to meet 

their needs. The developer should have a list of the precise specifications they make. The price 

increases with the rigor and number of the requirements. The consumer must constantly strike a 

balance between having enough needs and budget-friendly requirements. Products may be affected 

by requirements that flow from a top organizational unit all the way down to the consumer and 

then to the producer. The system requirements’ thoroughness and completeness are crucial because 

of this. 

 

Without system requirements, both the project and the business will fail. A company will have a 

higher chance of success if the customer has system specifications that meet their needs. They will 

not only succeed, but also have a better possibility of making time and money savings. System 

requirements should be the foundation of any project and one of the first things to be established. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

Design Specification 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

A design specification is a thorough document that outlines every aspect of a process or product. 

It is, generally speaking, a combination of front-end and back-end user interface.. As the name 

implies, a design specification is a document that outlines the specifications for a certain project's 

design. The paper, which the client created after thorough investigation, has incredibly specific 

specifications for the design that must be strictly followed through to completion. 

 

Design specifications are a crucial component of the construction documentation because 

trenchless building is done underground. To create a finished product that satisfies the client's 

needs, a contractor must follow the design guidelines and accepted best practices. 

In the event that there are any design-related problems during the construction process, the 

document also protects the contractor from any liability. 

 

3.2 Front-end Design 

A computer or other device's front end is its graphical user interface (UI), which makes it easier to 

operate. The process of frontend design entails writing the presentational JavaScript, HTML, and 

CSS code that make up a user interface. A front-end designer, then, is a generalist with a solid 

command of UX concepts, a keen sense of aesthetics, and knowledge of HTML, CSS, and some 

JavaScript. 

There are four areas that needed to give adequate consideration. These are: 

• Fluid, grid-based layout. 

• Consistency in design approach. 

• The use of reusable components. 

• Considering states 
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Front-End Architecture: 

 

Figure 3.2.1: Front-End Architecture 

 

Modern front-end applications are expected to handle a growing amount of the labor-intensive 

tasks. Bugs are arising more often as a result of this increased complexity. Since users interact 

with the front-end, we require an architecture that is dependable, scalable, and both. I currently 

favor a modular, domain-driven architecture. Although my vision may change, for the time being 

this is my chosen course of action. 

The app routing ensures that users that interact with our application are directed to the appropriate 

module. Each module is included entirely. However, there will be some coupling because users 

want to utilize a single application, not a number of small ones. These characteristics or business 

logic are coupled together. Several characteristics can be shared between modules. This reasoning 

can be added to the application layer. This indicates that there is an interaction option for each 

module with the application layer. A configuration that necessitates using the client-side API to 

connect to our back-end, or API gateway, is an excellent example. 
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3.3 Back-End Design 

The part of the website we don't see is called the backend (or "server-side"). Data storage, data 

organization, and client-side functionality are all its responsibilities. When the frontend and 

backend are in communication, data is sent and received for a web page to be displayed. The 

server-side takes request from the browser side whenever you complete a contact form, enter a 

website address or conduct a transaction (any user input on the client-side), and The frontend code 

that the browser can comprehend and display is returned by the server as data.

 

Figure 3.3.1: Back-End Development 

 Frameworks are collections of server-side programming languages that help build a website's back 

end. In it’s project we have used Laravel PHP Framework and My SQL to implement the 

database. 
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Figure 3.3.2: Back-End Design 

Laravel is a reliable and simple to use open-source PHP framework. Laravel employs pre-existing 

components from various frameworks and adheres to the model-view-controller architectural 

pattern to assist in the development of online applications. The resulting web application is more 

organized and practical. The database, server-side framework, server, and operating system make 

up the "stack.". 

 

3.4 Interaction Design and User Experience (UX) 

Sometimes, the terms "interaction design" and "user experience design" are used synonymously. 

Given the substantial overlap between interaction design and user experience design, that makes 

sense. The connection between a user and a product is crucial since UX design is all about 

impacting the user experience of a product. However, user experience and interaction design are 

not the same thing. 

The way we approach user interactions is where UX and interaction design diverge most. The 

objective of interaction designers is to enhance the interactive experience for users at the point 

where they interact with a product. The user's path when interacting with a product is what UX 

designers focus on, not only the time of engagement. 
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To comprehend what interaction design entails, the five aspects of interaction design serve as a 

useful model. 

 

1D: The website's words are easy to grasp and can convey the appropriate quantity of 

information to the user.  

2D: To supplement words in communicating information to the user, visual representations like 

as images, icons, and typography are used. 

 

3D: Our website is completely responsive to whatever hardware the user is using, and Physical 

Items or Space refers to the actual hardware and objects that a user interacts with. 

 

4D: Time, users can gauge their progress through the use of sound and animation as well as 

through how long they spend interacting with the first three dimensions. 

 

5D: Kevin Silver added the fifth dimension, "Behavior," which describes how the preceding 

dimensions define how a product interacts with its users. It also covers consumer and product 

responses. 

 

This website's digital environment is shaped by user experience design, which leads visitors across 

its breadth and provides them with an emotional experience. A memorable experience is created 

when the visuals, content, structure, and navigation all work together. The UX is focused on the 

end user. If a user can quickly discover the information they need, they have succeeded in their 

task and may come back. 
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Figure 3.4.1: UX Site Mapping 

3.5 Implementation Requirements 

The actual process of converting requirements into website architectural designs, detailed designs, 

code, and test cases is known as requirements implementation. If needs are as precise and 

quantitative as feasible, the implementation of these work products is less difficult. The work 

results from website testing and architectural designing are the most in line with specifications. 

However, it is not simple to translate a set of functional and non-functional requirements into an 

architecture and reliable test cases. There isn't much information on how various architectural 

choices effect needs. Furthermore, even with adequate project resources, it is challenging to create 

test cases that accurately reflect requirements. 

To implement the project, we have used some tools like VS code as editor, Xampp for the database 

environment. 

 

3.5.1 VS Code 

Source-code editors for Windows, Linux, and macOS were made by Microsoft and are frequently 

referred to as VS Code or Visual Studio Code. Among the features are debugging assistance, 

syntax highlighting, intelligent code completion, snippets, code refactoring, and embedded Git. 
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Users can alter the theme, keyboard shortcuts, preferences, and extensions that provide additional 

functionality. 

According to the 82,000 participants in the Stack Overflow 2021 Developer Survey, 70% of them 

use Visual Studio Code as their primary development environment tool. 

Feature: 

• Develop. Write, navigate, and fix your code quickly. 

• Debug. Diagnose, profile, and debug with ease. 

• Test. Utilize thorough testing techniques to produce code of the highest caliber. 

• Collaborate. 

• Use version control, exercise agility, and effectively collaborate. 

• Extend. 

 

3.5.2 XAMPP  

The open-source web server package called XAMPP deals with several stages. It is actually an 

acronym, with X denoting the "cross" stage, A denoting the Apache HTTP server, M denoting 

MySQL, P denoting PHP, and P denoting Perl. XAMPP was created with the intention of assisting 

web designers, programmers, software engineers, and planners in checking and auditing their work 

on their PCs even when they are not connected to the internet. In this way, XAMPP can essentially 

be used to maintain web pages even when not connected to the internet. Additionally, it may be 

used to create and design databases that are written in SQLite and MySQL. Furthermore, because 

XAMPP is designed to be a cross-platform server bundle, it may run on a variety of platforms and 

operating systems, including Microsoft Windows. 

Formally, the developers of XAMPP intended it to be used only as a development tool, allowing 

web designers and software engineers to test their work independently on PCs without access to 

the Internet. Numerous crucial security features are automatically disabled in order to make this 

as simple as is reasonably possible given the conditions. XAMPP has the ability to serve web 

pages. The most important components of the package are watchword secured using an exceptional 

device. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

 

System Design Specifications are the technical guidelines for the Software created to make it 

possible for any developer, programmer, or other individual with a reasonable level of expertise 

in software design, analysis, or programming to maintain and advance the Software, including all 

derivatives. 

To avoid errors later in the system life cycle, it is crucial to set accurate design specifications early 

in the development phase. We still have to accept that requirements do change over time, though. 

Making sound requirements is difficult for a number of reasons. Because embedded systems must 

interface with the outside world in addition to other software components, their requirements are 

considerably more complicated than those for other systems. People with both technical and 

communication abilities are needed to establish the proper requirements. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

System Development 

4.1 Introduction 

The system development process organizes the target system implementation process and serves 

as the foundation for the system testing, verification, and conformance verification processes. 

The system development goal realization and system verification processes are constructed 

around the system development practice process and system implementation target results. 

 

When creating an unique model, there isn't a previous system that can be observed in action and 

there isn't much or any knowledge available to describe what it might accomplish or how it 

might be made. To get from a situation where the system is available to a user when there was 

not a prior physical reality at hand, we must proceed through what is frequently a period of 

several years. We start this approach by building a number of models of the system we are 

designing. 

 

4.2 Core Module Coding Samples  

This is home module which authenticates user as User, Doctor or Admin. 
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This is add doctor function. This function allows us to add a new doctor to the database. The ad 

min has the power to do this. The admin can add the doctors name, address, room no, photo etc. 

 

 

This Function shows appointments to the admin navigation 
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This function shows all the doctors working in the hospital by fetching the data from the 

database. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Possible Problem Breakdowns 

Every software has a common issue, thus I broke my project into several smaller tasks. The 

following are a few typical issues: 

1. Ineffective scheduling. 

2. Inadequate Requirements 

3. Insufficient software testing 

4. Redundant data. 

5. Poor User Interface 

6. Improper management of files and data. 

 

I'll outline my steps for reducing this widespread issue below: 

1. Real-time analysis and client input on the current web-based application 

2. Gather precise requirements from a few hospitals and customer reviews. 

3. I created a database with the proper relation after analyzing and planning the entire project. 

4. Test each task thoroughly and seek user input for my project. 
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4.4 System Development Life Cycle 

 

The majority of businesses find it advantageous to create and maintain their information system 

using a set of procedures known as a system development methodology. The evolution of 

information systems frequently follows a life cycle, like many other processes. The Systems 

Development Life Cycle (SDLC), which includes multiple phases that indicate the advancement 

of the system analysis and design work, is a typical technique for system development in many 

businesses. 

 

Any life cycle may initially seem to have a series of phases that are sequentially organized, 

however this is not the case. The specific steps and their order are supposed to be modified in 

accordance with the management approach as needed for a project. For instance, the project can 

go back to a previous phase during any given SDLC phase if necessary. A commercial product 

may be briefly taken off the market and upgraded before being reintroduced if it does not 

perform well soon after its launch. It is also conceivable to finish some tasks from one phase of 

the system development life cycle while simultaneously finishing others from a different phase. 

The life cycle can iterate at times; 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

The process of developing man-made systems in order to meet preset needs is known as systems 

development. In order to produce new information that is specifically relevant to the problem 

and, as a result, identify a solution, we use the necessary components of humankind's knowledge 

base. It is a process for addressing problems in which we apply the proper knowledge from the 

body of human knowledge to produce new knowledge that is unique to the problem and, as a 

consequence, identify a solution to the problem. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

Implementation and Testing 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In general, the practice of testing technological specification implementations is referred to as 

implementation and testing. This procedure checks both the practical applicability of the 

specification and the conformance of implementations to the specification. The effectiveness and 

compatibility of implementations are enhanced by this technique. 

 

We have implemented databases, routes, tables, frameworks, libraries, bootstrap etc. also we have 

the implementation of front-end log-in forms, registration forms etc. After implementing all these 

it is imperative to test these features. Testing is a crucial part of any project. Before releasing any 

product it is imperative to check if the features are working or not. Testing helps improve the 

system or project and find bugs and broken links. It helps save a lot of money and time.  

 

This phase of the project helps in maintaining and repairing the system and automation testing is 

very helpful in long-term maintenance.  

 

In this section, we have shown the implementation of the database, data table names, datatype 

architectures, MySQL data view etc. 

 

 

5.2 Implementation of Database 

The WBHMS (Web-Based Hospital Management System) database is selected for system 

application with the following sketch.  

Database design refers to the process of developing a data model for a database. In order to 

produce a data defining language design that may be used to create a database, This 

reasonable data structure must include all of the required fair and bodily implementation 

options and actual store characteristics.  Each entity in a properly attributed data model has 

certain attributes. The phrase "database design" can be used to refer to a wide range of 
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components that make up a database system's overall graph. It is preferable to think as the 

rational layout of the key information structures that are utilized to store the data. These are 

the tables found in the relational model.  

 

Table 5.1: Hardware Requirements of the system 

Hardware Minimum System requirements 

Processor 1.2 GHz Processor Speed 

Memory 128 MB RAM (256 Preferable) 

Disk Space 60 GIGABYTES  

Display 800X600 Colors (1024x768 High color16- bit recommended) 

Table 5.2: Hardware Requirements of the system 

Software Minimum System Requirements 

Operating System Windows 7 or later 

Runtime Environment XAMPP Server 

Database Management System MySQL 
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5.2.1 Data-Table Name  

The name of this Hospital Management System’s database is “wbhms” which has a couple of data 

tables. 

 

Figure 5.2.1: Database Table Name 

 

5.2.2 Data Type Architecture 

Data architecture should create data standards for all of its data systems as a vision or model 

of their ultimate relationships. Because data integration necessitates data interactions 

between two or more data systems, data architectural standards should be used.  

For its column and parameter declarations, the following data types are used. 

• CHARACTER [CHAR [(length)]   

• VARCHAR (length)   

• BOOLEAN   

• SMALLINT   

• INTEGER or INT   
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• DECIMAL   

• NUMERIC   

• REAL   

• FLOAT(p)   

• DOUBLE PRECISION   

• DATE   

• TIME   

• TIMESTAMP   

• CLOB [CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT [(length)] or CHAR LARGE OBJECT  

[(length)]   

• BLOB [BINARY LARGE OBJECT [(length)]  

 

5.2.3 Data Table Architecture 
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Figure 5.2.2: Database Table Architecture 
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5.2.4 My SQL Database View 

 

Figure 5.2.3: My SQL Database View 
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5.2.5 Database Table Structure 

Here table (users) structure shown below: 

 

Figure 5.2.4: Database Table (users) 

 

5.2.6 Routes 

Api.php 

<?php 

 

use Illuminate\Http\Request; 

use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route; 

 

/* 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| API Routes 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| 

|  
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Here is where you can register API routes for your application. These 

| routes are loaded by the RouteServiceProvider within a group which 

| is assigned the "api" middleware group. Enjoy building your API! 

| 

*/ 

 

Route::middleware('auth:sanctum')->get('/user', function (Request $request) { 

    return $request->user(); 

}); 

 

 

Channel.php 

<?php 

 

use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Broadcast; 

 

/* 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Broadcast Channels 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| 

| Here you may register all of the event broadcasting channels that your 

| application supports. The given channel authorization callbacks are 

| used to check if an authenticated user can listen to the channel. 

| 

*/ 

 

Broadcast::channel('App.Models.User.{id}', function ($user, $id) { 

    return (int) $user->id === (int) $id; 

}); 
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Console.php 

<?php 

 

use Illuminate\Foundation\Inspiring; 

use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Artisan; 

 

/* 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Console Routes 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| 

| This file is where you may define all of your Closure based console 

| commands. Each Closure is bound to a command instance allowing a 

| simple approach to interacting with each command's IO methods. 

| 

*/ 

 

Artisan::command('inspire', function () { 

    $this->comment(Inspiring::quote()); 

})->purpose('Display an inspiring quote'); 

 

Web.php 

<?php 

 

use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route; 

use App\Http\Controllers\HomeController; 

 

use App\Http\Controllers\AdminController; 

/* 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Web Routes 

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| 

| Here is where you can register web routes for your application. These 
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| routes are loaded by the RouteServiceProvider within a group which 

| contains the "web" middleware group. Now create something great! 

| 

*/ 

 

Route::get('/',[HomeController::class,'index']); 

 

Route::get('/home',[HomeController::class,'redirect'])->middleware('auth','verified'); 

 

Route::middleware([ 

    'auth:sanctum', 

    config('jetstream.auth_session'), 

    'verified' 

])->group(function () { 

    Route::get('/dashboard', function () { 

        return view('dashboard'); 

    })->name('dashboard'); 

}); 

 

Route::get('/add_doctor_view',[AdminController::class,'addview']); 

 

Route::post('/upload_doctor',[AdminController::class,'upload']); 

 

Route::post('/appointment',[HomeController::class,'appointment']); 

 

Route::get('/myappointment',[HomeController::class,'myappointment']); 

 

Route::get('/cancel_appointment/{id}',[HomeController::class,'cancel_appointment']); 

 

Route::get('/showappointment',[AdminController::class,'showappointment']); 

 

Route::get('/approved/{id}',[AdminController::class,'approved']); 

 

Route::get('/canceled/{id}',[AdminController::class,'canceled']); 
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Route::get('/showdoctor',[AdminController::class,'showdoctor']); 

 

Route::get('/deletedoctor/{id}',[AdminController::class,'deletedoctor']); 

 

Route::get('/updatedoctor/{id}',[AdminController::class,'updatedoctor']); 

 

Route::post('/editdoctor/{id}',[AdminController::class,'editdoctor']); 

 

Route::get('/emailview/{id}',[AdminController::class,'emailview']); 

 

Route::post('/sendemail/{id}',[AdminController::class,'sendemail']); 

 

Route::get('/doctorlist',[HomeController::class,'doctorlist']); 

 

Route::get('/aboutus',[HomeController::class,'aboutus']); 

 

Route::get('/newsdetails',[HomeController::class,'newsdetails']); 

 

Route::get('/contact',[HomeController::class,'contact']); 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Implementation of Front-End Design 

The process of developing HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, and JavaScript for a website or Web 

application so that a user can view and interact with them directly is known as front-end 

web development, often referred to as client-side development. The challenge with front-

end development is that the methods and technology used to design the front end of a 

website are always evolving, demanding regular monitoring of industry improvements. 
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The goal of developing this site is to guarantee that when people access it, they see the 

material in an easy-to-read and relevant style. This is exacerbated further by the fact that 

visitors today utilize a wide range of devices with varied screen sizes and resolutions, 

requiring the designer to consider these factors while building the site. They must guarantee 

that their site displays appropriately on multiple browsers (cross-browser), operating 

systems (cross-platform), and devices (cross-device), which necessitates significant 

planning on the developer's part. 

The screenshot below shows the main view of the project. It’s a captured image of what 

users will be able to see on screen.  
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Home Page: On the home page there are Eleven options available 
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Figure 5.3.1: Hospital Management Home Page 

 

Registration: Users need to fill up the registration form to create an account and to login into the 

system. 

User needs to give Name, Email, Phone, Address, User type (How he/she wants to register 

themselves like as a doctor, patient or admin etc.), and Password (at least 8 characters). If the user 

already registered or have an account, they click on the already registered? And go to the login 

page to access their account.  
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Figure 5.3.2: User Registration Page 

Validation: An Email with a validation link will be sent from the hospital to validate the user 

email. 

 

Figure 5.3.3: User validation Page 

Login & After Login: 
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After login available option will appear along with my appointment, where the patient can check 

the progress of the appointment. 
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Figure 5.3.4: Login & After login page and feature 

 

 

Admin panel and Features: 
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Figure 5.3.5: Admin panel 
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Doctor panel: 

 

Figure 5.3.6: Doctor panel 

 

5.4 Testing Implementation  

The following criteria were used to evaluate this project: 

Fulfilling requirement specifications: If a project fulfills all requirements, including 

functional and non-functional needs, it is considered to be successful. It should be able to 

guarantee the requirements specifications, in other words. 

Correctness: Correctness is one of the essential criteria for software development. For 

service-oriented software, perfection is the fundamental need. The program should function 

precisely and correctly in every single component. 

Compatibility and Integrity: Integrity and compatibility are two key factors that determine 

whether a project will succeed. Any domain can use the web-based hospital administration 

system, which was designed for this purpose. It was also created in a way that it may 

influence virtualization, which is seen as a crucial element. Additionally, whether or not the 

application was integrated into the entire system affected how the system was evaluated. 
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Management of real-time: Real-time management: The program is used to manage health 

sectors. As a result, the real-time scenario must be preserved. Users of this system should 

be able to keep it running. 

Reliability and security management: Security is a key component of every service-oriented 

system, and reliability and security management are two areas where they must coexist. The 

security characteristics were taken into consideration when the system was designed, and 

this is why those criteria were used to evaluate them. 

User-friendliness: User-friendliness: Another unique factor used to evaluate the systems is 

the friendliness of any application. For instance, when utilizing the system, consumers of 

this solution ought to feel satisfied. In essence, a system should possess quality metrics 

including effectiveness, portability, reuse, adaptability, coherence, and loose coupling 

between various software-designed components. 

5.4.1 Methodology of Testing 

Testing System problems are typically discovered through software testing. A software 

experiment can be carried out to examining codes, design and acting to the whole system. 

Trying is inevitable to raise the quality of the system. Reviewing and Another fundamental 

concept is code testing of software engineering that is often overlooked in project 

development. Testing is an integral part of the system development process.  

  

5.4.2 Testing for Functionality 

In functional testing, the tester must check the application to ensure that all of the user's 

defined needs, as stated in the supplemental constraint system, have been integrated or not. 

There are two categories of functional testing:   

    Functional testing that is positive: Valid input is used to test the application's       

functionalities, as well as to ensure that the outputs are correct. 
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    Functional testing that is negative: IT entails testing application functioning 

with a combination of incorrect inputs, unexpected operating situations, and other 

"out-of-bounds" events. 

 

 

5.4.3 System Responsiveness Testing 
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Figure 5.4.1: Responsiveness Testing 

 

5.5 Test Results and Reports  

a) Testing for System Integration 

This is the testing done on the application that was tested, and it ensures that the entire program 

works as expected. Critical business scenarios were evaluated to ensure that critical application 

functionality functions as planned and without mistakes.  

b) Regression Analysis 

Each time a fresh build with defect repairs and new improvements is deployed for testing, 

regression testing is conducted. Regression testing is performed on the entire program, not just the 

new features and bug fixes. This testing guarantees that current functionality continues to function 

properly following a defect correction and the addition of new upgrades to the existing application. 

Test cases for new functionality are added to and performed alongside existing test cases.  
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5.5.1 Results 

Table 5.3: Testing Results of the system 

Test User 

requirement 

addressed 

Expected 

Results 

Actual 

Results 

Pass/fail Date Corrective 

Action 

Logo 

Displayed 

The website 

uses the 

company's 

house style 

The logo is 

displayed 

and 

functional 

as the home 

button 

As 

expected 

Pass 12/08/2022 None 

The 

navigation 

bar drop-

down 

works 

The website 

is easy to 

navigate 

When 

clicked the 

bar drops 

down 

As 

expected 

Pass 12/08/2022 None 

Navigation 

bar appears 

The website 

is easy to 

navigate 

Navigation 

bar appears 

As 

expected 

Pass 12/08/2022 None 

Navigation 

bar 

hyperlink 

works 

The website 

is easy to 

navigate 

When 

clicked the  

Hyperlink 

works 

As 

expected 

Pass 12/08/2022 None 

 

5.5.2 Testing Scope 

a)   In Scope 
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Functional Testing for the following modules is in the Scope of Testing 

• Registration and login 

• Payment 

• Appointment 

b)  Out of Scope 

Performance Testing was not done for this application. 

c)   Items not tested 

Verification of connectivity with the third-party system Central repository system was not tested, 

as the connectivity could not be established due to some technical limitations. This can be verified 

during UAT (User Acceptance Testing) where the connectivity is available or can be established. 

 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

The process of creating test data, establishing and prioritizing test procedures, and, if necessary, 

setting up test harnesses and implementing automated test scripts is known as test implementation. 

When test designs are put into practice as test cases, test methods, and test data, tests are arranged 

and prioritized. 

 

Selecting the appropriate tests and running them in the proper sequence is crucial. When we 

prioritize based on the likelihood of risk and difficulties, the significance of this even increases 

exponentially in risk-based tactics. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Importance of Hospital Management System in Bangladesh 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Computers, cellphones, and iPads are all used in our modern world system, and they are all 

connected to one another through an efficient network for implementation. Healthcare is the most 

important component of our society, and many healthcare workers struggle to provide patients 

with useful, effective, and active services. 

Now Think of a multispecialty hospital where numerous patients come in and leave out each day, 

making it difficult to secure and keep their information. A web-based hospital management system 

was created to reduce this kind of issue and manage the clinical, financial, and hospital 

administration aspects. 

In addition to the difficulty of correctly automating and executing hospital operations, we require 

a reliable web-based hospital management system to monitor and control everything that occurs 

in labs and hospitals. 

 

6.2 Necessity of Web-based Hospital Management System 

In this modern world, everything is going online. Starting from NID cards, Businesses, land 

registrations, hospitals and many more. There are many ways to go online. Through Laptops, PC, 

smartphones like android phones, IOS phones, Ipads etc. Each of them is integrated differently to 

access the vast knowledge, information and data on the internet. Every application or app can't 

support all the devices. That’s why web-based websites play a very important role in that. 

  

With a web-based hospital management system, the site can be easily accessed online. Regardless 

of the device. Anyone can make an appointment in the safety of their time and money at home. 

Even the hospital administrators can access and know what is happening around the hospital just 
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by going online. Since it is online many security measures will keep the data and information of 

the patients and transactions between hospitals and people will be safe, secure and stored on a 

cloud. This is way more secure than a file-based system. 

  

 6.3 Compliance and Quality 

Every hospital is required to submit a monthly report to the NABH accreditation detailing births, 

deaths, and the underlying causes and solutions. Selecting the best HMS lets you to send the reports 

fast and on time because organizing them manually is difficult. 

The Hospital Management System carefully and effectively manages each report to ensure 

accurate findings. 

For coordinated and quick care, lower costs, shorter wait times and readmissions, improved patient 

safety, and clinical care, everyone favours HMS for their hospitals. 

 

6.4 Processing Time and Outcomes 

Because all effective HMS systems follow the normal operating protocols, there are no chances 

for deviation. With the implementation of HMS in your labs and hospitals, you will be able to treat 

patients more successfully and quickly access their real-time reports, extra information about them, 

their prior clinical data, and more. The best patient results are anticipated as a result of this. The 

hospital management system makes work more accessible to staff and expedites process 

completion for better results. 
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6.5 Opportunities and Obstacles 

The web-based hospital management system can create any opportunities and also with real-life 

problems there will be many obstacles with it. 

The whole system can do many things like store and save transactions, user IDs, names, numbers, 

and pictures. It can also take appointments, and see how many people have made appointments. 

How many doctors there are, update their information and terminate them if needed. This will 

create job opportunities for admin positions, doctors can manage their time and work with a lot of 

patients. Patients can communicate with the hospitals directly rather than going around looking for 

people to find specific doctors. 

With a real-life implemented application or system there will be obstacles too. Like storing the 

information and data needs a database with enough space. Now they can either have a server room 

or pay for the cloud. Although having server rooms can be beneficial for private uses it will be 

costly. But with monthly payments, clouds can do that same thing. If there is a need for a time 

when many HTTP requests start flooding the cloud can be helpful. Now, this is not a big obstacle. 

The main concern is with the internet connection. If the hospital has a weak internet connection 

the system will not work properly. So, to use the web-based hospital management system, the 

hospital will need to have a very strong internet connection. 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

The management of the health system must be logical and efficient because it is a crucial 

socioeconomic activity. A technology that enables sufficient control of the information generated 

in healthcare institutions is required for this. 

As the primary actors in the health system, hospitals produce a significant amount of information, 

but it is frequently scattered or is not accessible in the required way or at the required time. 

Without an effective system for managing healthcare facilities, a healthcare system would struggle 

to retain skilled employees, provide quality patient care, and generate a healthy profit 
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CHAPTER 7 

Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability 

  

7.1 Introduction  

A hospital management system, usually referred to as a hospital management information 

system, is a component of a medical informatics solution that primarily focuses on hospital 

administration needs. The HMS (Hospital Management System), a web-based or computer 

application, manages all hospital operations. All hospital operations are overseen by the 

customized integrated system, which includes patient data, appointment scheduling, billing, 

drug management, administration, electronic medical records, patient medical histories, 

inventory management, bed management, and revenue management. 

Nursing homes, rehabilitation centers, clinics, hospitals, health clinics, dispensaries, and other 

healthcare institutions must all have a hospital management system. Some of the most significant 

benefits of implementing an HMS are role-based access control, data accuracy, revenue 

management, appointment scheduling, total cost savings, and data security.  

7.2 Impact on Society  

A hospital management system, often known as a hospital management information system, 

is a component of a medical informatics solution that focuses on the demands of hospital 

administration. The entire hospital functionalities are handled by the HMS (Hospital 

Management System), a web-based or computer application. The integrated system, which 

may be modified, manages all hospital activities such as patient data, appointment 

scheduling, billing, drug management, administration, electronic medical records, patient 

medical histories, inventory management, bed management, and revenue management.  

A hospital management system is required for healthcare institutions such as nursing homes, 

rehabilitation centers, clinics, hospitals, health clinics, dispensaries, and others. The main benefits 

of using an HMS are role-based access control, data accuracy, revenue management, appointment 

scheduling, total cost savings, and data security.  
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Revenue administration:  

A hospital or medical facility benefits humanity. In addition, since it is also regarded as a 

business, profit is more crucial. As it takes money to run a hospital, revenue management 

is one of the crucial components. Additionally, the outdated manual system cannot be used 

to track the same thing. An automated HMS that is tailored to the needs of the organization 

can assist in effectively resolving the issue. It provides precise and timely management and 

transactional data that gives you a complete view of how your company is operating.  

Increased data security:  

Hospitals, medical centers, and clinics rely on a manual system, which specialists have 

stressed and reinforced. It may result in increased data loss and theft when compared to 

automated methods. Installing a comprehensive and automatic HMS meant that your data 

was protected from illegal sources and accesses. We use a cuttingedge system with 

centralized controls, which is significant. 

Make certain that we are not using a stand-alone home-grown one. Everything is managed 

via an access-controlled system, there is no room for error because information availability 

is determined by user rights. It is also one of the key reasons why high-quality, automated 

Hospital Management Systems are used in hospitals, rehabilitation centers, clinics, trauma 

centers, and nursing homes. 

Errors are being reduced:  

The hospital management system will help in the elimination of numerous sorts of mistakes 

caused by interventions such as missed billing, operational failure, clinical errors, cost 

leakages, missed appointments, and much more. Every procedure in the hospital 

administration system is automated, and several duties have been allocated to the software 

to complete without human interaction and precisely, considerably decreasing mistake. 

If your hospital has a hospital management system, for example, an IPD patient's final bill amount 

can be easily generated because his reports and other sample bills are already billed and safe under 

the Patient unique Hospital ID, and the billing executive only needs to generate from the system 

and provide the statement to the patients. 
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Better Patient Care:  

Improved labor productivity and patient data access lead to quicker and more accurate healthcare 

judgments. When the clinician requests the solution to be executed after obtaining the diagnostic 

report, faster support is necessary. All departments in hospitals are networked and integrated as a 

result of this automation, which increases both patient care quality and hospital turnover rates. 

Quality and conformity:  

Everyone favors HMS for their hospitals because it delivers coordinated and quick 

treatment, saves costs, decreases waiting time and readmissions, and enhances patient safety 

and clinical care. 

The Hospital Management System promotes more collaboration among doctors, patients, hospital 

personnel, groups, and workflow managers. Portal solutions can unite legal items and applications 

from other portals, as well as manage a huge number of user requests, resulting in a chaotic 

information flow between patients, physicians, and staff. 

Self-service for patients  

HMS is assisting in making their system account for patients. Patients can make requests 

and reservations online. Receive the test results, consult with the medical specialist, and 

much more.  

 

Consuming Time  

Everything is planned with greater precision as services and collaborations improve in all 

possible ways. It saves all system clients time and provides them with up-to-date data.  

7.3 Impact on Environment  

By adopting an environmental management system, healthcare institutions may avoid 

pollution and assess and potentially resolve the lifecycle implications of their goods and 

services. 
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This will allow them to more effectively comply with applicable legislation, establish 

excellent community relations, deliver better healthcare services, and maintain industry 

competitiveness. A continual improvement framework that covers the following phases is 

what an environmental management system is. putting together an environmental policy 

1. Assessing the organization's environmental impact.  

2. Putting standards, programs, and procedures in place.  

3. Changing behaviours and raising awareness.  

4. Results measurement and auditing. 

5.Evaluate progress and, if required, revise the environmental management system 

 

An environmental management system, in essence, enables a facility to make its 

environmental goals a reality. 

The advantages of implementing an environmental management system for the healthcare 

business and the general public are significant. Waste disposal, energy usage, and 

wastewater are major hospital expenses with severe environmental consequences. Many 

healthcare institutions are indifferent about their potential environmental effect. They may 

lack the necessary infrastructure or organization to handle environmental initiatives, or they 

may lack the necessary funding to undertake successful environmental management 

programs. Particularly now that man-made pollution has been connected to a rise in some 

types of human ailments, such as cancer, neurological, reproductive, and developmental 

consequences, and allergies, hospitals must take the lead in environmental awareness and 

preservation. Environmental conditions in hospitals should be carefully addressed and 

monitored, as shown by the recent development of environmental medicine as a medical 

specialty. 

Environmental management systems can come from both internal and external sources, 

such as:  
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1. Management.  

2. Employees whose jobs involve either security, money, or the environment.  

3. Clients and guests. 

4. Local government officials.  

5. Lawmaker. 

6. Services for ambulances and emergency response.  

 

7.4 Ethical Aspects   

The ethical facets of hospital administration unquestionably need greater consideration and 

examination than they have thus far gotten. Cloning, stem cell research on humans, and 

preimplantation diagnosis have far greater moral resonance right away than a field defined 

by words like "cost efficiency," "workflow management," "clinical pathways," and "process 

orientation," not to mention "total quality management," which seem dry and technical. 

However, the duties that hospital managers must do are rife with moral conundrums. All of 

these problems deserve careful ethical evaluation and analysis, including how to distribute 

available monies across departments, what clinical service portfolio to offer, and how to 

guarantee consistently high-quality services. 

The institution receives support from the local community. Responsible decision-making 

on the part of hospital management is unquestionably an essential prerequisite if hospital 

staff are to be able to integrate ethics into their daily work, even though it is less likely that 

management decisions will directly harm individual patients than a mistake by medical 

staff. The patients being treated in the hospital, the personnel, and the community that 

supports the institution are at least three groups to which the hospital management must 

answer. 

Regarding the first, healthcare institutions have a specific responsibility to their patients 

because of the special nature of the connection between patients and healthcare personnel 
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in the hospital context, which is often very uneven in terms of knowledge and authority. 

The use of advance directives, confidentiality of patient information, and respect for social, 

spiritual, and cultural beliefs are just a few of the mechanisms mentioned in the AHA's code 

of conduct as ways to protect patients' individual rights. Informed consent for diagnosis and 

therapy is also mentioned. Additionally, hospital managers are responsible for ensuring that 

all patients get consistent medical treatment. 

 

Hospital management must make sure institutional mission statements and policies do not 

clash with, for example, the professional ethical codes of, doctors and nurses, with regard 

to the second category, organizational and personnel difficulties. In addition to this need, 

hospital managers ought to work hard to support efforts made by the medical personnel to 

integrate ethical principles into their everyday work. However, as anybody acquainted with 

the effects of medical rationing knows, a shortage of resources for healthcare raises ethical 

concerns, either in terms of resource allocation or a lack of working hours, which may limit 

staff participation in tasks that are crucial from an ethical perspective. The management of 

the hospital can utilize its authority to resolve these problems and promote moral principles. 

Like any other company, employees and medical personnel should have fair wages, 

benefits, and the chance to partake in ongoing education in order to consistently raise the 

standard of healthcare. 

In terms of the third category, hospitals' community role necessitates structuring their health 

care provider to appropriately satisfy the demands of society in a given local environment 

in order to fulfill their public duties. Given that there are no apparent upper limits to medical 

products demand and supply, as evidenced by the extensively discussed World Health 

Organization (WHO) definition of health, some sensible criteria for resource distribution 

are necessary. 

Health-care facilities must also devote special attention to the requirements and medical issues 

of vulnerable populations, regardless of whether their vulnerability originates from a specific 

lack of autonomy (as in the case of the very young, the old, or psychiatric patients) or from 

social marginalization (as in the case of the poor or inadequately insured). Finally, because 

health care institutions are supported by insurance costs or other types of government money, 

they are under a specific duty to make "fair and effective use of available health care delivery 
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resources." 1 When the public is responsible for the creation and operation of hospitals, hospital 

administration is accountable to the public. To summarize, hospital managers may affect a wide 

variety of organizational characteristics in order to promote ethical health care. 

Although medical ethics largely focuses with disputes between patients and their health care 

personnel, it is obvious that the factors that shape the institutional framework in which such 

conflicts arise, such as the hospital, are equally important for finding suitable 67 solutions. The 

introduction and development of common and consensual codes of conduct at many hospitals 

today can be seen as evidence of a rising understanding of such a larger perception of variables 

influencing moral conflicts in medicine. 

7.5 Sustainability Plan  

Terms like sustainability, transparent management, environmental stewardship, and social 

responsibility are gaining traction in the business world, which is becoming more than just 

about money. Healthcare organizations' operations have a significant impact on society in 

three ways: economically, environmentally, and socially. Sustainability and these three 

characteristics must be specified in the organization's policy and strategy planning; top 

management should be intimately involved in the processes. These methods should be 

utilized in everyday operations rather than only for marketing goals. The organization must 

explicitly specify how this policy will govern procedures, rules, and activities. 

Today's buzzwords include sustainability and resiliency. However, in order for healthcare 

institutions to achieve success in these areas, a practical, practicable approach that is 

compatible with budgetary constraints is essential. Incorporating sustainability strategically 

can help hospitals save money and become more efficient. 

Sustainability involves system examination, including physical infrastructure and 

organizational processes, as well as the execution of policies based on effective budget 

planning. A healthcare institution must have dependable and robust engineering systems to 

ensure the safety of its patients. 

While other sectors may be more eager to try out new technology and techniques to promote 

sustainability, healthcare facilities must look for solutions that have been proved to work in the 
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unique healthcare context. A strategic approach to health care sustainability might include 

variables such as restricted resources, demanding facility certification processes, and a low risk 

tolerance. 

  

7.6 Conclusion  

Hospitals are constantly being upgraded, modified, changed, or expanded. Because the 

condition of health care is continually evolving, hospitals regularly repurpose space and add 

equipment without fully addressing the cumulative consequences of minor changes on 

building infrastructure and operations. Frequently, projects are finished by one division of 

facility employees but maintained by another. Installed technology, as well as patient safety 

and satisfaction enhancements, may be detrimental to the building's core plant if not 

correctly conveyed — or, worse, may be entirely unknown to the operations and 

maintenance team. Healthcare facility workers are ideally positioned to explore, develop, 

and execute initiatives and practices that improve sustainability. This, however, demands 

both leadership and investment. 

Cleaning and calibrating sensors, reprogramming the controls workstation, and replacing 

failing components are all low-cost options that can result in instant energy savings and 

comfort benefits. When combined, these fast improvements have the ability to drastically 

lower a facility's yearly energy expenses.Hospitals may reach their goals by considering 

sustainability strategically and investing in energy efficiency. Lowering operating costs, 

boosting patient happiness, and promoting community health can all be aided by optimizing 

facility operations. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Conclusion 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

This hospital Management system is a web-based management system that allows users to consult 

with doctors with the help of appointments and hospitals can manage their staff like nurses, doctors 

etc.  Both patients and hospitals can benefit from using this application. The web-based hospital 

management system is user-friendly to navigate easily and to find the resources they need for better 

health. Hope this will be a better solution than the traditional file systems and every hospital and 

clinic will adopt this web-based system for better time and less cost. 

 

In today's modern medical environment, the web-based hospital management system is an 

essential component of the lifecycle. Numerous daily tasks are automated, and it makes user 

communication simple. The creation of a web-based hospital administration system is a fantastic 

opportunity to develop a clear, effective, and flexible healthcare delivery paradigm. The 

implementation of a web-based hospital management system project helps to manage financial 

and human resources, improve everyday operations, apply hospital rules, coordinate and 

communicate with users, and advertise hospital services. It also helps to save all kinds of data and 

records. The hospital administration, personnel, and patients' needs are all met by this positive 

ruling, which also makes it easier for them to communicate. It has evolved into the standard method 

of running the hospital. Numerous clinics are still creating new hospital management system 

project components despite having already experienced its advantages. 

 

The major objective is to develop a web-based hospital management system that will allow patients 

and hospital administration to receive the reaction times they require. Our web-based system has 

a number of essential objectives, one of which is to foster a sense of community and positive 

interactions between patients and physicians. 
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8.2 Further Suggested Work 

· Interface design will be updated 

· More features and functionalities will be added 

· Reliability of the web-based application should be increased 

The system will have other features in the future like more modules like Nurse module, receptionist 

module, room module, pharmacist module etc. The interface can be changed. More animation, 

user friendly and simple and interactive features can be added. Managing the doctors, patient, 

nurses, receptionist, pharmacist can be controlled and monitored by the admin panel. The monthly 

reports like sales and managing shipments and ordering medicine online can also be added to the 

project for further development.  

It is completely depended on the consumers and their needs. The more features and panels are 

needed to satisfy and made easy for the consumers can be added. 
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